
Social - Term 2 Revision

* There are 3 parts in the question Paper.

* Part I- Answer in one or two sentences. Each cary two word 2 marks (2x7=14)

* Part 2 - answer in short. Each question carry 3 marks [3×2=6]

* Part 3 answer in detail. Each cary 5 macks [5x1=5)

Question Paper-1

I. Answer the following.

1.Who invited Babur to India? What is the autobiography of Babur known as?

2. What is Ibadat Khana?

3. Write the Internal characters of Aurangzeb.

4. List the different types of Urban settlements.

5. Give a suitable example for Mass communication and its usе.

6. Name the different types of market that you see around you with examples.

7 Differentiate producers and consumers.

II.Answer the following

I. Who was NurJahan? Write a few prints about her royal affairs.

2. Give a short note on the types and uses of Roadways in India

III. Алswer in detail.

1.What are the different types of Retail stores. Explain any 3.

Question Paper - 2

I.Answer the following.



I. Who are Alvars and Nayanars?

2. Write the role performed by Basavanna and name the movement started by him.

3. Who were the Sikhs? What does the word 'sikh' refer to?

4. Name the book which contains Meerabai's song.

5. Who is a returning officer?

6. When is the by-election conducted and why?

7. What is a 'ruling party'? Mention their role.

II.Answer in short

I. Write the important features of Sufi movements

2.Write a short note on the party system across the world with suitable examples.

III.Answer in detail.

1. In what way are the Bhakti and Sufi Movements similar?

Question paper - 3

I.Answer the following.

1.What is the warfare method of the Maratha called?

2. Who is Guru Govind Singh? What are his contribution against Mughals?

3. Where did the Jats live? Mention their occupation.

4. How did Jaipur develop under Rajputs?

5. Mention the Judicial power of Governor.

6. What is Vote of No Confidence?
7. List the 2 houses of the state legislature with suitable example.

II. Answer the following in short.
I.a)The mighty Mughal Empire saw a downfall. Why did it happen?



b) Why did Nadir Shah invade India?

2.What are the different types of bills? Elaborate on the Money bill.

III. Answer in detail

1. a) Write a short note on the Marathas.

b)Who headed the Maratha’s?

c) Who assumed the title Chhatrapati?


